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Target has been infusing top designers into their retail departments the past few years enabling
consumers to try different clothing, accessories, and jewelry products at affordable prices.
DwellStudioÂ® for Target is designed by Dwell, the interior and architectural design company, that
offers modern home goods to freshen up any room of the house. The line features trendy bedding,
bathroom essentials, living room accents, and much more to help Target customers redecorate any
room at an affordable price. Dwell has established itself as a cutting edge exterior and interior
design platform that infuses modern flare with function.

Dwell offers online shopping, blogs, contests, and mobile apps to bring the top designs to
consumers each day. They also release a magazine that showcases innovative home designs, tips
for recycling dÃ©cor, where to get the best deals on home goods, paint suggestions, etc. Each
magazine article guides consumers to live in a space they love, with help from top designers and
architects. If you believe you can add value to Dwell, an architecture internship could be the right fit.
The DwellStudioÂ® line is an awesome alternative to some of Dwellâ€™s pricier furnishings that enables
consumers to add a chic look to any room in their home.

Dwell consistently focuses on how modern design is the gateway to a functional future. With help
from leading figures in the design industry such as, Karin Rashid and Miwa Mori, Dwell is able to
provide an insightful guide for customers to reach their design aspirations. Both Rashid and Mori
strive to inspire Dwell and its consumers to bridge function with contemporary instead of putting the
two in separate categories. Dwell puts a large emphasis on fashion and how it helps shape the
design industry as a whole. Many designers and architects study fashion trends, up and coming
pieces, along with the transformation of vintage pieces for inspiration to take their creativity to the
next level.

All the ways that you can use Dwell and DwellStudioÂ® to transform your home into a space that you
adore are endless. From accent pillows to paint suggestions to remodeling a kitchen, Dwell has a
solution to help fit your lifestyle. Dwellâ€™s techniques inspire and promote creativity so that they are
your launch pad for continuing to create the room of your dreams. Dwell enables you to create a
space for yourself due to the excellent photographers, editors, and world-class designers that depict
and illustrate their ideas. Many of these people started by obtaining an architecture internship that
led them into a career of infinite design possibilities. In return, these designers are able to share
their creativity and innovation will millions each year.
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